Exhibit Scavenger Hunt: Greece & Rome Key
Use your detective skills to find the answers to these questions in the Greece and Rome exhibits in the Museum of World Treasures. You will have to read, look, and observe to find all of the answers!

1. What was the first civilization to make dentures? (The Etruscans)

2. Name two things the Romans put in amphorae. (Wine, Oil, Food)

3. Find the large sarcophagus carving of Medusa. What does the block say? (INFRON)

4. Draw one of the Roman rings or a piece of jewelry in the exhibit.

5. What is the name for a Roman cosmetic bottle? (Balsamarium)

6. A rock from what volcano is displayed? (Thera)

7. Draw the shape of one piece of Greek pottery. (Varies)

8. What is a krater? (A vessel used to mix wine & water)

9. What is a hoplite? Hint: You will have to look at one of the hand outs to find this answer! (An armed foot soldier of Ancient Greece.)

10. Describe a tetra drachma on display. (Owl, moon, Athena)

11. Name four gods and goddesses represented in the exhibit. (Varis)

12. What two peoples lived before the Grecians? (Mycenaeans, Minoans)
13. What’s the Roman name for father? (Paterfamilias)

14. What was the Roman name for the god Dionysus? (Bacchus)

15. When did Alexander the Great live? (356 BC – 323 BC)